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A new batch of coverup whitewash is being readied in Washington for 

House Select Committee on Assassinations, according to officials of the 

Committee to Finger the Patsy, a national organization devoted to the 

truth behind the various assassination conspiracies and coverups. 

Lewis Bomfeld, a CFP spokesman, charges, "The Mob and the CIA have their 

inside man guiding the House Committee (HSCA) away from the truth, and that 

man is our latest Conspiracy Patsy. This fifth column coverupist is G. Robert. 

Blakey, HSCA's chief counsel." 

Previously, CFP had named Lee Harvey Oswald and James Earl Ray as 	and 

02 Conspiracy Patsies in the continuing coverup of the truth. 

"Blakey was chosen by the powerful people behind the assassinations for 

his HSCA role," Bomfeld explained. "These are the men who directed the shoot 

of JFK, his brother, Martin Luther King and George C. Wallace. HSCA is bein, 

fed and led by Blakey following the orders of these sane evil men." 

A longtime Warren Commission critic, Bomfeld says, "These power brokers who 

pull the strings of various Congressmen simply cannot have the public kmw ci)e 

truth about what they started in Dallas nearly 15 years ago." 

Founded in the Spring of 1977, CFP is an affiliation of researchers and 

investigators who are experts on these political shootings. They maintain a 

collective anonymity because, as Bomfeld explains, "our members do not trust 

their government and its law enforcement agencies. We're very much afraid of 

the FBI, the CIA and the Mob--the three elements behind the whole dirty business. 

"HSCA has been infiltrated by men like Blakey with connections to the rma, 

CIA and the Mob. Blakey's assignment is to wreck anlionest investigation and 

to keep the truth buried. lie is guiding FISCA back into the continuing coverup 

story with the cooperation of the controlled national press. The public gill 

see this coverup in action when HSCA unveils its whitewash scenario in Aup.ust. 

That's when Blakey's true colors will show." 


